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Once Upon A Time in the Peace Village is one of six distinguished works from the Arts Life

Series—a commission by National Taiwan Arts Education Center in 2004. One of the purposes of

this project is to promote aesthetic education by providing extracurricular materials of arts for

teachers and students at all school levels.  The other is to encourage art scholars and professionals

to care more about the creation and arts education in Taiwan.  It is also hoped that scholars and

educators would dedicate themselves more to the study and writing of art education to promote

the idea of “arts for everyone,” and to prepare an excellent learning environment for arts educa-

tion to people's awareness and appreciation of art and culture.  

Kai-Li, Wang, a professor from Min Chuan University, Whose book, Once Upon A Time in the

Peace Village, has gathered many years of his works in pixel arts, and has introduced techniques

and methods in pixel arts creation from primary to advanced approaches. From the content of this

book, his delicate thoughts, combined with modern technology and humanistic arts sense, discov-

er realistic and visual image, no matter what colors and techniques he used to build graphs. His

extraordinary creativity and continued efforts, being the memory of his growth path, is also good

for learning purposes for pixel arts lovers. For this type of step-by-step digital creations, com-

pared to instant-food current society, it stands out, furthermore, deserves more encouragement

and promotion.

This Center is subordinate to Ministry of Education, which is in charge of national arts education

research, promotion, and counseling as well as arts education publishing development and pro-

motion. Currently, our Center not only promotes arts education publishing to every school level,

in order to catch up with education resource shortage in rural area, we also put every publishing

on our website, "Taiwan Arts Education Website" (http://ed.arte.gov.tw). Through this website,

everbody is welcome to browse the e-version of this book, and search for other abundant arts

education data and information.

Wu, Tsu-Sheng
Director of National Taiwan Arts Education Center
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